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ARCHAEOLOGY BRANCH
The Act to preserve traces and remains of Aboriginal culture was passed in
State Parliament in 1967. It is worth noting that the legislation was accepted
unanimously by both sides of the House. In 1971, the Archaeology Branch was
established within the Department of Aboriginal and Islanders Advancement with
the appointment of an Aboriginal Ranger and an Archaeologist.
The aim of the Branch was, and still is, to establish a catalogue of all known
Aboriginal relics within Queensland and to attempt to ensure the preservation
and protection of them.
After c:even years the Branch has three professional officers, five clerical
staff and seven Aboriginal Rangers including the Senior Ranger. Obviously the
aim of the Branch is not merely to establish a catalogue, but also to utilise
the information to further the understanding of non-Aboriginal people df-the
vast wealth of knowledge and understanding inherant in Aboriginal culture.
The information gathered will also help Aboriginal people to re-establish the
age old links formed/over the 30,000 years and more of occupation of this land
by their ancestors.
In order to preserve the material culture throughout the State it was necessary
for an active site recording programme to be established. This programme was
started in 1971. A major priority is the location and recording of sites where
they are 'in situ'. Much of the work to date has been done by Officers of the
Aboriginal Rangers Service who are engaged on site recording and public relations
activities.
The site recording programme was further extended with the establishment of the
Honorary Wardens Service. These people assist Rangers to locate and record
sites and often act as guardians of isolated sites thus ensuring the preserva-
tion and protection of these sites. The Honorary Wardens Service is very
cosmopolitan as it includes people of Aboriginal, Irish, Italian and English
culture.
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Honorary Wardens are given regional training courses in elementary site survey,
photography and recording of relics in addition to aspects of the legislation
and public education programme. Wardens are expected to be active in all
aspects of field work as far as possible. Training courses are held every
year and are usually attended by one of the professional officers from
Brisbane and are always attended by a member of the Ranger Service. In many
cases, the Rangers organise and run the Wardens courses on their own. In areas
like Mt. Isa, where the Honorary Wardens System is well organised the Rangers
arrange week-end trips, public lectures and other activities for the Wardens.
Currently there are over 250 Honorary Wardens who receive a regular newsletter
and other circulars from the Branch. Wardens are invited to carry out their
own research studies and as far as possible assistance is given by the
Archaeology Branch.
The establishment of such an Honorary System is a "grass roots" movement and it
has proven most successful. It is a system that has been followed in other
States and overseas. British Columbia followed the example of Queensland
several years ago in establishing similar Wardens Service.
A major and most important aspect of the Archaeology Branch staffing is the
Aboriginal Ranger Service. As mentioned previously, this Service now comprises
seven Rangers including the Senior Ranger. Two officers are based at Mt. Isa
and one officer at each of the following centres: Laura, Cairns (where the
Senior Ranger is based), Rockhampton, Injune and Brisbane.
A high level of responsibility is given to the Aboriginal officers and to
assist them in carrying out their duties a three month training course is
undertaken in Brisbane under the direction of the Officer in Charge. Advice and
instruction on various aspects such as surveying is sought from outside
Institutions such as the Queensland Institute of Technology. During the three
months training course Rangers receive instruction in all aspects of the job,
from site surveying to public lecturing and administrative requirements, making
out site reports and so on. After the three months training programme in
Brisbane the Rangers leave for their area of operation and are held fully
responsible for their activities and all the equipment necessary to carry out
the work. Obviously, training is an on-going process and further education is
encouraged. Every 18 months to two years, the Rangers come together for a
conference to discuss further developments in each area. Any problems they
may be having are also discussed and assistance and ideas given where
necessary.
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The work of the Rangers is varied. They travel into remote areas in four
wheel drive units and often spend extensive periods of time away from their
families. They also go to schools and other public groups to give talks, show
films, and at times appear on television. This fits in with the overall aim
of the Archaeology Branch; to enable the general public to gain a better
understanding of Aboriginal culture. The bulk of this contact with the public
falls upon the Aboriginal Ranger Service for it is felt desirable that such
communication with the public be by people of Aboriginal descent.
It is expected that the heirarchy being established within the Ranger Service
will become the organisation that will undertake the day to day management and
protection of the cultural material.
A major aspect of the Branch's activities is concerned with education and public
relations. Towards this end the Branch is p·ublishing pamphlets, booklets, and
posters. Obviously, if the relics in the field are to be adequately protected
we must have the support of the general community,for without it there is
little or no effective protection. There are already 7,000 relics reported for
the State and it is impossible for officers to maintain a regular check on
each one.
Therefore we are dependent upon the support of the whole conununi ty and ask for
everyone's help to preserve the cultural heritage of Queensland.
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